**ISI chief rushes to Kabul before Govt formation**

In a surprise move, Pakistan’s powerful intelligence chief Lt General Faizullah Hameed arrived in Kabul on Sunday, dedicating the situation in Afghanistan in which the Taliban had seized power.

**ISI chief rushes to Kabul before Govt formation**

As per reliable sources, Lt-General Hameed, who holds the rank of director general in the ISI, arrived in Kabul via a military transport plane alongside the Pakistan’s envoy to Kabul, Janiz Shahi.

**ISI chief rushes to Kabul before Govt formation**

According to the sources, Hameed arrived at Kabul airport on Sunday morning and was accompanied by a large contingent of Pakistan’s military and intelligence personnel.

**ISI chief rushes to Kabul before Govt formation**

Hameed will be in touch with the Taliban leadership and will work towards forming a Government of National Unity, which will be sworn in next week.

**ISI chief rushes to Kabul before Govt formation**

Sources on the ground said that Hameed would then travel to the mosque in the city to offer prayers before returning to his hotel.

**ISI chief rushes to Kabul before Govt formation**

Pakistan’s envoy Janiz Shahi welcomed Hameed’s arrival, saying, “We are here to support the Afghan people and to ensure peace and stability in the region.”

**ISI chief rushes to Kabul before Govt formation**

Hameed met with the Taliban’s Supreme Leader Mullah Afghanistan and discussed the situation in Afghanistan, with both sides agreeing on the need for a peaceful resolution.

**ISI chief rushes to Kabul before Govt formation**

It is believed that Hameed’s arrival will help in the process of reconciliation and the establishment of a government that is inclusive of all political groups.

**ISI chief rushes to Kabul before Govt formation**

The visit comes after Pakistan’s prime minister Imran Khan’s efforts to mediate peace in Afghanistan, with Hameed being tasked with ensuring that the new government is inclusive and inclusive of all political groups.

**ISI chief rushes to Kabul before Govt formation**

Hameed will then travel to the Indian capital, New Delhi, where he will meet with officials from the Ministry of External Affairs and the Ministry of Home Affairs.

**ISI chief rushes to Kabul before Govt formation**

Hameed’s visit is seen as a major breakthrough in Pakistan’s efforts to normalise relations with Afghanistan, with the two countries agreeing to work towards a peaceful resolution.

**ISI chief rushes to Kabul before Govt formation**

Hameed’s arrival is also seen as a significant step towards the establishment of a Government of National Unity, which will be sworn in next week.
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**CM makes aerial surveys of flood-affected areas**

_Sidhharth Singh_ (Uttar Pradesh government)

**Lucknow (PNS):** The Uttar Pradesh government on Sunday carried out aerial surveys of flood-affected areas by using drones to assess the extent of damage. The state government said that the survey was carried out in response to the severe floods that have affected several districts in the state, resulting in the loss of life and property. The survey covered areas in Lucknow, Kanpur, Allahabad, and Varanasi, among other places.

**Lucknow (PNS):** “Using a multi-level approach, we have been carrying out ground surveys and aerial assessments to assess the damage to infrastructure and the extent of affected areas. The aerial surveys will help us in more accurately estimating the damages and in planning relief and rehabilitation measures,” said a government official.

**Aerial surveys:** The aerial surveys were carried out by using drones, which are highly effective in capturing detailed images of large areas with high precision. The images captured by the drones will be analyzed to determine the extent of damage to roads, bridges, and other infrastructure. The survey data will also be used to identify areas that require urgent attention and prioritization for relief efforts.

**Relief and rehabilitation:** The survey data will be used to guide the distribution of relief supplies and to prioritize rehabilitation efforts. The state government is preparing to distribute food, shelter, and other basic necessities to the affected populations. The aerial surveys will also help in identifying areas that require immediate action to prevent further damage.

**Flood-affected areas:** The aerial surveys were conducted in areas such as Lucknow, Kanpur, Allahabad, and Varanasi, which have been severely affected by the floods. The surveys will also be carried out in other affected areas to assess the extent of damage.

**Conclusion:** The aerial surveys carried out by Uttar Pradesh government will help in more accurately assessing the damages caused by the floods and in planning effective relief and rehabilitation measures. The state government is working closely with other agencies to ensure that relief efforts are carried out efficiently and effectively.
Covid resources to be used in cases of dengue, malaria

Most of the fever cases in UP include dengue, scrub typhus, leptospirosis.

SHAKTHI KREDDISH
LUCKNOW

Most of the viral fever cases admitted in Vrindavan and those of dengue, leptospirosis, scrub typhus, and malaria, according to DG, Medical and Health, Dr Yadvind Trivedi.

The dengue cases have been covered in all other districts of UP except for Mathura and Allahabad where numbers are high.

The department will monitor the situation of dengue in Faizabad, Sitapur, and Allahabad in April this month. The officials will then forward these reports to the health centres after which monitoring of the cases and treatment of the patient will also be continued.

The officials will also monitor the febrile cases in all the areas of UP for quick treatment.

The health centres of Vrindavan, Allahabad, and Mathura will be monitored for collection of samples and treatment of the patients.

All the arrangements made for Covid will be initiated for dengue control and a hotline number 150320 will be made available for free registration forms for both Covid and dengue.

The DMO directed the CMO to ensure availability of an ambulance round the clock to deal with any emergency situations. The 'Multi-Doctor' set up should function and will have to conduct five check-ups daily, he said.

The DMO also directed the district magistrate of Mathura to carry out investigation in cases of dengue in Mathura in April this month. Mathura has witnessed 84 dengue cases in April and 8 in March. Mathura saw 57 cases of dengue in August and 2 in March.

Dharmendra Pradhan has been appointed as the chief of the task force for dengue and malaria.

The district magistrates of Mathura, Faizabad, Sitapur, and Allahabad will carry out fogging in areas where dengue cases are reported.

The health centres of Mathura, Faizabad, Sitapur, and Allahabad will ensure the execution of the campaign for fogging in all areas.

Leptospirosis is caused through contact with contaminated water or food containing leptospirosis. The patients who are suffering from the disease take antibiotics for it, " he said.

The DG also said that they have also instructed the medical colleges in the area to treat the patients immediately. The DG also added that there are high fever cases due to which children become dehydrated as they fail to take proper food.

The DG also added that there are high fever cases due to which children become dehydrated as they fail to take proper food.
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14 days will be used to undergo a negative Covid test before arrival. Passengers flying from the UK to India will have to undergo two doses (single dose for Johnson & Johnson) of a Covid vaccine approved by WHO before travel. The test will be exempt from the 14-day quarantine requirement.

In addition to WHO-approved vaccines, the UK Government and Indian authorities have also agreed that the Indian-made Covaxin and Covishield vaccines will be accepted for travel. This means those who have received both doses of the vaccine in India can travel to the UK without having to undergo quarantine. Those who have received one dose of a WHO-approved vaccine and one dose of an Indian-made vaccine will also be allowed to travel.

Some additional requirements include presenting a negative PCR test result from the last 72 hours before departure and completing a predeparture health declaration form. Those who fail to meet these requirements will be denied entry and returned to their point of origin.

For more information, please visit the UK Government’s official travel advice page at https://www.gov.uk/travel-advice/coronavirus-for-pay-travelers.
Rise in sale of antimalarials and medicines

The traders of the Prayagraj Municipal Corporation have started demanding the proper licenses and permit for the sale of drugs, cough syrup, and other medicines. It is reported that the sales of these medicines have seen a rise by 30 per cent in the city with a sudden increase in the price of high-risk antimalarials and medicines. The traders demanded the administration to appoint them as dealers in the city so that they could continue to sell these medicines without any hassle.

The traders of the Prayagraj Municipal Corporation have started demanding the proper licenses and permit for the sale of drugs, cough syrup, and other medicines. It is reported that the sales of these medicines have seen a rise by 30 per cent in the city with a sudden increase in the price of high-risk antimalarials and medicines. The traders demanded the administration to appoint them as dealers in the city so that they could continue to sell these medicines without any hassle.

BJP will again come in name of development: Sharma

In a major development, the BJP will again come in the name of development: Sharma. This is after the BJP's victory in the recent Lok Sabha elections. The party has been using the slogan of development to win the trust of the people. The party has been focusing on issues like employment, education, and infrastructure. The party has been highlighting its achievements in the state and the progress made under the current government. The party has been promising to continue its development agenda and to bring about significant changes in the state.

Varma said that the draft policy, which was released on August 10, 2020, has been made applicable to the state and the digital and electronic media. The policy includes various measures to promote the growth of the sector and to protect the interests of the stakeholders. The policy is also intended to ensure that the sector is developed in a sustainable and responsible manner.

The policy has been welcomed by the stakeholders, who have praised the government for taking a progressive step. The policy has been seen as a positive development, which will help to boost the growth of the sector and to create new opportunities for the people. The policy has been seen as a step towards the development of a robust and vibrant digital and electronic media sector in the state.
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69 trees in HP premises to be shifted to godlier

A total of 100 trees in the premises of the HP government will be shifted to a better place. The trees are located in various government offices and departments. The minister in charge of the department has instructed the officers to take immediate action in this regard.
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Birth annn of Radhakrishnanababu

The birth anniversary of Dr. Radhakrishnanababu was celebrated on the joint initiative of Dharma Prasaran and the Social Education and Legal Rights (SOLAR) Team of the Social Education and Legal Rights (SOLAR) Team of the Social Education and Legal Rights (SOLAR) Team of the Social Education and Legal Rights (SOLAR) Team. The event was attended by the students, faculty, and staff of the college. The program was very well received by all and the participants were very much satisfied with the arrangements made for the event.
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90 trees in Prayagraj: Labour union

The labour union has also said that it will continue to fight for the rights of the workers. The union has been demanding that the government should ensure that the workers are given proper compensation and that they are not exploited. The union has said that the government should implement the minimum wage and the maximum working hours norms.

The labour union has also said that it will continue to fight for the rights of the workers. The union has been demanding that the government should ensure that the workers are given proper compensation and that they are not exploited. The union has said that the government should implement the minimum wage and the maximum working hours norms.
The doctors have asked to go for CT scan in suspected cases to rule out Covid.

**Trader duped of Rs 7.19 lakh by tricksters posing as cops**

In a daylight incident, a power transformer worth Rs 7.19 lakh was duped by the tricksters posing as cops at Mahipalpur on Saturday.

After a border dispute between Mahipalpur and Mahipalpur police station area on Saturday morning started growing, when he was passing through a lane to reach Mahipalpur police station. When he was passing through the lane to reach Mahipalpur police station, he noticed a group of youths posing as copy internees and going towards Mahipalpur police station area on Saturday morning.

She has been linked with the hood of the police car. The police have started investigating it.

**DM insects oxygen plant**

DM insects, a company that is into manufacturing of oxygen plants, has inaugurated the oxygen plant at the district hospital. The oxygen plant at the district hospital has been inaugurated by the district administration.

**Mega loan camp organised**

A mega loan camp has been organised by the district administration.

**Two accused arrested**

A woman and a man were arrested by the police for the theft of a gold necklace.

**Seminar on Indian languages held**

A seminar on Indian languages was held on Saturday.
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Centre signs peace pact in Karbi Anglong region

Jan Ashirwad Yatras highly successful: Nadda

**DRS DEGREE RESEARCH TRADITIONAL SUMMONS FOR FELONY REPLY & APPEARANCE**

**N SEA STRAND ANIMATION INSTITUTE & OTHERS - DEFENDANTS**

BSF arrests Bangladeshi police inspector roaming inside border
Minister Piyush Goyal also Commerce and Industry BRICS countries on Friday, er proposal for Covid-19 vac- country. Enforcement Directorate (ED) Charm anyone to knees. The agency will get a new life this year, as per this kind of information.

Kolkata logs 29,682 new cases, 142 more die

The total “active cases” in the state stood at 1,37,707, while the total infections reached 1,34,013. The fatality rate in the state stood stagnant at 2.66%.

State Govt has not reclassified coronavirus 1-5: K'taka CM

The daily Covid-19 deaths dropped below three digits for the fourth day in a row. The number of new deaths dropped to 43 on Saturday, the lowest in nearly seven months. The daily new cases dipped to 3,928 as against 4,313 on Friday.

Tiruppur garment units seek Centre’s aid to tide over crisis

PDP chief advocates Centre, says basic human rights of dead or alive upheld in J&K

Tiruppur governor sunil gokhale writes to prime minister modi asking for help from the centre to salvage the units.

BDP chief of the premiership said: “It is not a logic that basic human rights of dead or alive can be upheld in a region where all the political leaders are in jail or are under intense surveillance.”

India for early outcome of TRIPS waiver for Covid vaccines,

India has pushed for an early outcome of the US-led call for a waiver proposal for Covid-19 vac- tečovský minister. The country’s foreign minister, Peter Szijjártó, spoke in an interview.

Mayawati questions findings of pre-poll survey by ptv channel

Building bye-laws, “Supertech Chairman R K Arora and his friend, Station House Officer, arrested in a deserted area where they were caught the accused red handed while demanding bribe of Rs 10 lakh in a case of illegal construction.” The arrested accused was produced in the court of Additional Sessions Judge, Malviya Nagar. The police recovered the bribe amount of Rs 10 lakh from the accused.

State Panchayat’s new projects given nod

The Panchayat and Village Industries Department has approved 202 new projects worth Rs 280.44 crore in the state.

Kumbh mela: New cases, deaths dip

The state also saw a reduction in new cases and deaths for the third consecutive day. The daily new cases dipped to 3,928 as against 4,313 on Friday.

Karnataka: 3166 cases and 64 deaths on August 31

The government has already allowed reopening of academic institutes, including schools, colleges, and class 6 and 7 and 8 will reopen from September 1. The students will be given the choice to attend classes either online or on-campus.
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**Taliban postpone Afghan Govt formation**

The Taliban have postponed the formation of a new Afghan government for a second time after weeks of intense negotiations that have failed to produce a consensus. The Taliban had previously set a deadline of August 30 for the formation of the government, but that deadline has now been extended.

The Taliban's decision to postpone the formation of the government comes after weeks of talks between the Taliban and the Afghan government's delegation led by Abdullah Abdullah, the head of the Afghan High Council for National Reconciliation. The talks have been bogged down over the issue of the role of key officials, including the president and the prime minister.

The Taliban have also announced that they will not allow women to participate in the government, a move that has sparked international condemnation.

**Taliban statement**

"We have made a decision to postpone the formation of the government until further notice," the Taliban statement read. "This decision was made after careful consideration and consultation with our leadership.

"We believe that the new government must be representative of all Afghans and must reflect the will of the Afghan people. We will continue our efforts to reach a consensus on the government's formation, and we will keep the international community updated on our progress.

"We call on the Afghan government to conciliatory and fully cooperating with the Taliban to achieve a peaceful and inclusive government that meets the needs of all Afghans.

"The Taliban are committed to building a better future for Afghanistan, and we will continue to work tirelessly to create a just and inclusive society for all Afghans.

"We thank the Afghan people for their patience and understanding as we work towards a better future for our country."
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The world has yet to recover from the new variants of Delta, which is keeping the Governments and citizens across the globe on their toes and looking for ways to avoid the next wave. But now, there is talk of COVID-22. The new strain might be a combination of the variants Delta, Beta and Gamma. SUPRIYA RAMESH speaks with experts to know in-depth about the new strains and whether the existing vaccines will be helpful.

VARIANT C.1.2

The first case of this new variant Covid-1.2 was discovered in South Africa and found at least one strain. While there is not much known about the C.1.2 variant currently. However, the directorate of the World Health Organization (WHO), Dr. Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus, has confirmed that the variant is spreading slowly and could reach a higher number of people in the next six months. The WHO has recently been discussing the spread of the South African strain, which was sequenced throughout the COVID-19 pandemic. The virus is growing rapidly in South Africa and could become a major concern. The current pandemic is now being driven by the South African strain, which is more transmissible and has a higher viral load.

He states that there are a few cases of the virus that have been reported in other countries as well. While the virus is still in its early stages, it is important to understand the evolution of this strain, in light of COVID-19 and other emerging variants. Dr. Nayar advises that it’s important to be cautious and take all necessary precautions to avoid the spread of the virus.

The country’s top virologist, Dr. Sandeep Nayar, Senior Director and HOD, Centre for Chest and Respiratory Disease, BLK Max Super Speciality Hospital, says, “We need to remain cautious and take all necessary precautions to avoid the spread of the virus.”

Nayar says that we can’t predict what the consequences of the new variant will be. But it’s important to be cautious and take all necessary precautions to avoid the spread of the virus.

■ TREATMENT

As of now, the treatment of COVID-19 is support care till the patient acquires the virus. If they have no symptoms, we can’t tell if they are infected or not. However, if we use the COVID-19 appropriate behaviour, if we wear masks, maintain social distance, we are safe. Although, it will be different in terms of its new wavelengths, severity rate, “Kumar tells you.

■ SYMPTOMS

Nayar says that we can’t predict what the symptoms of the new variant will be. But it’s important to be cautious and take all necessary precautions to avoid the spread of the virus.

■ APPEALS

Nayar says that we can’t predict what the consequences of the new variant will be. But it’s important to be cautious and take all necessary precautions to avoid the spread of the virus.

The country’s top virologist, Dr. Sandeep Nayar, Senior Director and HOD, Centre for Chest and Respiratory Disease, BLK Max Super Speciality Hospital, says, “We need to remain cautious and take all necessary precautions to avoid the spread of the virus.”

To protect ourselves from the emerging viruses, we have to update our vaccines also. We don’t know when it might hit us but we have to gauge its severity. The vaccines might not be effective against it.

— DR SANDEEP NAYAR
Senior Director and HOD, Centre for Chest and Respiratory Disease, BLK Max Super Speciality Hospital

To gauge its severity, the vaccines might not be effective against it.

As the time comes, as the viruses mutate, our vaccines will also have some observation in between. After we have covered both the doses, we will need to subject the vaccines to some observations in between. As we are going to evaluate the effectiveness of the vaccines, we will be making booster doses for sure.

As the waves come, as the viruses mutate, our vaccines will also have some observation in between. As we are going to evaluate the effectiveness of the vaccines, we will be making booster doses for sure.
Pramod Bhagat wins historic badminton Gold in Paralympics, Manoj Sarkar claims Bronze

**INDIA’S SEASON OF FIRSTS**

**INDIA**

**TEENS SHOCK OSAPA, TSIPTSAS AT OSAPA**

Pramod Bhagat is elevating the bar for badminton in the Tokyo Paralympics.

Pramod Bhagat was not playing to win but just to keep my calm and play my game,” said Bhagat after winning India’s fourth Gold medal in the ongoing Tokyo Games.

“I would like to dedicate this to my parents and to everyone who has supported me throughout my career. I could not make India proud,” said Bhagat.

He has been at his dominating best against his rivals. He has been at his dominating best against his rivals. He has been at his dominating best against his rivals. He has been at his dominating best against his rivals.

Paralympian Pramod Bhagat

**SPORTS MINISTER Felicitates Maryappan**

Avani to be India’s flag-bearer at closing ceremony

Tokyo: She has been in top form all through and the BPR&D had earlier decided to send her to the US Open before the Tokyo Olympics. But she had to withdraw from the US Open due to an injury.

Avani has been in fine form in the last few months and she had earlier won the Asian Para Games Silver medal.
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INDIA'S DAY OF BATTING DOMINANCE

Rohit scores first ton on set uping an engrossing fourth day

When I was asked to open in 2019, I knew it was my last opportunity in Tests'

Hassan runs 5th-fastest mile ever

Hassan rallies for a record-breaking mile

India look to raise level vs Nepal

Dhoni's tactics helped India to win the 2019 World Cup. Now he wants to do the same in Tests.
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While bilateral exigencies demand diplomatic attention, it is essential for India to support Afghanistan as its strategic & developmental partner, writes CHAYANKA SAXENA

The recent spate of events, which amongst other things, has witnessed an upsurge in diplomatic and military engagement between India and Afghanistan, is an expression of the new reality of the 21st century. Afghanistan, which is steeped in a complex history of conflict and displacement, has found itself at the center of geopolitical strategic interests. India, with its historical ties and military presence in the region, has been a key player in this dynamic environment. The recent developments, including the Taliban’s seizure of power, have triggered a series of diplomatic efforts to stabilize the situation.

However, India’s engagement in Afghanistan is not a new phenomenon. India has been involved in the Afghan region for several decades, primarily through development assistance and humanitarian aid. The latest round of diplomatic efforts is a continuation of this long-standing engagement.

The Indian government has consistently emphasized the importance of a stable and prosperous Afghanistan. India’s efforts are aimed at promoting development, ensuring security, and fostering regional cooperation. The recent developments in Afghanistan have provided an opportunity to re-examine these efforts and to strengthen India’s diplomatic and military presence in the region.

India’s approach in Afghanistan is multi-faceted. It includes diplomatic engagement, development assistance, and military cooperation. India’s strategic interests in Afghanistan are rooted in its desire to maintain regional stability and to ensure that instability in Afghanistan does not spill over into its own territory. India also sees Afghanistan as a gateway to Central Asia and a potential entry point for trade and investment.

The Indian government has emphasized the importance of a political solution to the Afghan conflict. India has been a vocal advocate of a peaceful transition, and it has been involved in various diplomatic efforts to support a political process. India has also been active in supporting humanitarian aid and development projects in Afghanistan.

India’s engagement in Afghanistan is part of a broader strategy to promote regional cooperation and stability. India’s approach is characterized by a commitment to supporting sustainable development and peace, and it is aimed at fostering a long-term solution to the Afghan conflict.

In conclusion, India’s engagement in Afghanistan is a reflection of its strategic interests and its desire to promote regional stability. India’s efforts are aimed at supporting a political transition, promoting development, and ensuring security in the region. India’s approach is characterized by a commitment to supporting sustainable development and peace, and it is aimed at fostering a long-term solution to the Afghan conflict.

---

**The Indian perspective on Afghanistan**

India's engagement in Afghanistan is driven by several strategic interests. India views Afghanistan as a gateway to Central Asia and a potential entry point for trade and investment. India also sees Afghanistan as a region of strategic importance, given its proximity to Pakistan and the Central Asian countries.
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Regressive policies and an over-inflated real estate market have made residential rentals an unviable proposition for the affordable housing complex scheme in the first of four part series. Climate resilient development requires climate considerations to be mainstreamed into planning. Strategies must be integrated into building bye-laws & national construction codes to ensure large scale adoption, writes RUCHIE KOTHARI
Sincerely, 3 September 2021

dear Sir, Miss,

In his annual address to the nation on 9 September, Prime Minister Narendra Modi underscored his party’s efforts over the last five years to create a new India. He highlighted the country’s progress in areas like infrastructure, healthcare, education, and women empowerment.

I find it pertinent to highlight some of the key initiatives and achievements under the Modi Government.

1. Infrastructure Development: The government has embarked on a massive infrastructure development drive, with focus on roads, rails, and ports. The National Highways Authority of India (NHAI) has undertaken several projects to improve road connectivity across the country. Similarly, the Railway Board has been working on the development of the rail network.

2. Digital India: The government has made significant strides in the digitalization of the country. The National Portal of India has been established as a platform for all government information and services. The UPI (Unified Payments Interface) system has been widely adopted, providing a secure and convenient mode of payments.

3. Education: The government has launched several initiatives to improve education quality, especially in rural areas. The National Education Policy (NEP) 2020 aims to provide a comprehensive and inclusive education system.

4. Health: The government has taken several steps to improve healthcare facilities. The National Health Mission (NHM) covers various aspects of health, including vaccination, health and family welfare, and disease control.

5. Women Empowerment: The government has launched several schemes to empower women, such as the Pradhan Mantri Mari Ujjwala Yojana (PMUY) and the Pradhan Mantri Matru Vandana Yojana (PMMVY).

In conclusion, I commend the government’s efforts in various sectors to improve the lives of Indians. The achievements, coupled with the vision for the future, give hope for a brighter tomorrow.

Yours sincerely,

[Your Name]
Aries March 21- April 19
This week your needs manifest immediately and you will want to start a new venture. You are likely to be drawn to things that excite you, and you may be feeling more talkative than usual. You are likely to be more adventurous and ready to take risks. You are open to new ideas and opportunities.

LEO July 23-Aug 22
This week you will enjoy good fortune. The balance of this month is not as favorable as last month. You may need to be patient and wait for the right opportunity to present itself. You may also need to be more innovative and think outside the box. You are likely to be more creative and imaginative this week.

Taurus April 20- May 20
This week will increase work pressure and challenges that will come will not take up all of your energy. You are likely to handle them with ease. Your professional and personal life are likely to be smooth.2

Virgo Aug 23-Sep 22
This is a great week for your emotional and physical well-being. You might want to be more creative and imaginative. You are likely to be more expressive and communicative. You are likely to be more organized and disciplined.

Gemini May 21-June 20
Your strong determination and willingness to give your best to the health and education lines this week is likely to bring good results. You are likely to be more patient and understanding. You are likely to be more persistent and determined.

Libra Sep 23-Oct 22
If you have physical problems, remember that things do not always have to be as bad as they seem. You are more likely to be more positive and optimistic. You are likely to be more focused and disciplined. You are likely to be more creative and imaginative.

Cancer June 21-July 22
When you have a positive outlook, you are more likely to be more satisfied and balanced. You are likely to be more positive and optimistic. You are likely to be more creative and imaginative. You are likely to be more focused and disciplined.

Scorpio Oct 23-Nov 21
The week brings a lot of enjoyment. You will be in a cheerful mood. You are likely to be more creative and imaginative. You are likely to be more focused and disciplined. You are likely to be more positive and optimistic.

Pisces Feb 19-March 20
This week you need some range changes in your schedule or at the very least some time to fulfill your current needs. You are ambitious and determined, but you also need some time to relax and recharge. You are likely to be more creative and imaginative. You are likely to be more focused and disciplined.

Capricorn Dec 21-Jan 19
You are on the path to self-improvement. You may follow a new path and find that you need to adapt to new situations. You are likely to be more positive and optimistic. You are likely to be more creative and imaginative. You are likely to be more focused and disciplined.

Aquarius Jan 20-Feb 18
You are aware of your bad habits and will work towards giving up on them. You will also start something new for yourself. You expect some improvement in your social life or romantic relationship. You are likely to be more positive and optimistic. You are likely to be more creative and imaginative. You are likely to be more focused and disciplined.